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Abstract

The field of process mining – the automated extraction of information on processes based on

event logs – has recently brought forth a number of publications on decision mining, which

concerns the automated extraction of the decision rules governing the routing decisions in the

process. While significant advances have been made in this regard, little to no attention has

been given to the manner of presentation of the decision logic that is discovered. This greatly

reduces the utility for daily practice of existing decision mining implementations. Decision

Model and Notation (DMN) is a new standard for decision modeling, which could be used to

tackle this problem.

This paper assuages the issue of lacking presentation of discovered decision logic by developing

and presenting a set of plug-ins for the popular ProM framework, which can mine, construct,

visualize and export DMN-compliant decision tables from log files in a user-friendly fashion.

This entails a significant improvement in the presentation of the decision logic discovered by

decision miners.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The growing popularity in the business world of ERP-systems and other Process Aware

Information Systems (PAIS) that are used to support, manage and control business processes,

has resulted in a veritable explosion of data concerning the execution of these processes. This

data is contained within these systems and in the log files1 they generate as output or which

can be created based on this data.

A wealth of information concerning the processes is hidden inside these logs, the exploitation

of which could be advantageous to the businesses that have generated them. While the logs

are by definition based on the execution of a process, the structure and attributes of this

underlying process aren’t necessarily explicitly known by the business.2

The logs can be studied from a number of perspectives (van der Aalst (2011); de Leoni et al.

(2016)):

• Control-flow perspective: The ordering of the various activities in the process. This is

the focus of process mining3, which results in a process model, and will be discussed in

section 2.4.

• Data-flow perspective: Various attributes attached to events or process instances and

how they are used and altered throughout the process. Decision mining (cf. section

2.5) can be seen as part of this perspective, as it studies how these data attributes (and

other information) influence which routing is followed through the process.

1A number of important terms for this paper are defined in appendix A.
2In contrast with what the name suggests, not all PAIS’s have an explicit notion of the underlying process.

Only modern Business Process Management (BPM) and Workflow Management (WFM) systems can claim to

incorporate this (de Leoni & van der Aalst (2013)).
3The term ’process mining’ is used in the narrow sense throughout this paper, i.e. the discovery of the

process model, of which the traces contained in the log files are instances. When talking about process mining

in the broad sense, i.e. extracting any type of knowledge on the underlying process from log files based on

executions thereof, this will be explicitly mentioned.

1
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• Organizational perspective: What organizational resources (this includes employees)

are assigned to particular cases or activities.

• Time perspective: This perspective uses the timestamps contained within logs to dis-

cover bottlenecks, predict remaining time in a process execution, etc.

• Conformance perspective: Once a process model has been discovered or a normative

process model has been put forward, process instances can be compared to this model

to study conformance.

All of this has spawned a healthy field of research on how to extract and utilize this know-

ledge, starting in the late 90’s with Cook & Wolf (1998) in the context of analyzing software

engineering processes (Werner & Gehrke (2013)).

The majority of this research concerns algorithms that focus on discovering control-flow, i.e.

utilizing data mining techniques to discover the different activities in a process, the gateways,

and the pathways between them (de Leoni et al. (2013)).

Process models that are the result of this process mining process (e.g. a BPMN model), give

an overview of the possible paths through the process, but don’t give an indication of what

situations lead to a particular path being taken. This is the subject of decision mining, which

analyses the log files to discover the rules governing the decision points in the process model.

So far, most research in the field of decision mining has focused on the performance of the

proposed algorithms, leading to implementations that have a less than stellar user interface

and output the discovered decision logic in a way that isn’t optimal for real-world applications.

This is in contrast with the growing attention for visualization within the broader data-

mining-community, which is an indication of the importance for daily practice of proper

representation of information. A recent standard called Decision Model and Notation (DMN)

(Object Management Group (OMG) (2015)) has provided a clear way forward in this regard,

as it offers a standardized way of displaying this decision-related information to end-users in

a transparent way.

This paper aims to fix this lack of proper representation of the results of decision mining by

developing a user-friendly way to extract and display decision logic in a clear way within the

popular open-source ProM framework for process mining. More specifically, a set of plug-ins

will be created to mine and display DMN-compliant decision tables within ProM and export

these in a number of formats to facilitate sharing of the discovered decision logic.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.

Chapter 2 starts by presenting the ProM framework, followed by a short explanation of the

workflow that this paper aims to complete, i.e. how to go from log file to properly displayed

decision logic. Next, the various parts of this workflow will be covered individually. Special

attention will be given to the importance and advantages of these various subjects for daily
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practice, in addition to giving an overview of the current state-of-the-art of these subjects, in

particular as implemented within the ProM framework. In chapter 3 the research question of

this paper is presented, followed by the methodology that will be used to tackle it (chapter 4).

The paper then moves on to discuss the actual implementation (chapter 5) and an evaluation

thereof based on a number of cases (chapter 6). Chapter 7 rounds off the paper with a

conclusion and suggestions for future work.
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Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

2.1 ProM

This section introduces the ProM framework. It first positions it in the field of available

process mining solutions, followed by a short history of the framework. Finally, an overview

is given of the types of plug-ins and the features that make it one of the most popular process

mining solutions currently available.

All of the process mining theories, algorithms and standards that will be mentioned in the

following sections need to be implemented into a user-friendly product before they can be of

any use to the business world.

While commercial solutions do exist, such as SAP process mining by Celonis1 and Disco by

Fluxicon2, these are usually limited in functionality, more often than not to process discovery,

process visualization and some conformance checking functionality (cf. infra).

ProM is an open-source, Java-based framework that attempts to resolve this. It is a central

application that can be extended with context aware plug-ins and enjoys a large support

from the scientific community.3 The many plug-ins that are currently available4 have made it

the most complete process mining application available to date, incorporating functionality

covering all parts of the process mining spectrum, i.e. process discovery, conformance and

enhancement (cf. section 2.4), as well as data preprocessing.

The original version of the ProM framework was developed by researchers at the Eindhoven

University of Technology in 2004 in order to integrate the efforts of the various researches

affiliated with this institution. Version 1.1 was later introduced to the public in 2005 by

1http://www.sap.com/pc/tech/business-process-management/software/process-mining/index.html
2https://fluxicon.com/disco/
3The paper that introduced the framework to the broad public (van Dongen et al. (2005)) has close to 600

citations according to Google.
4The central repository for these plug-ins can be found at https://svn.win.tue.nl/trac/prom/browser/Packages.

5
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van Dongen et al. (2005) and quickly gained support, leading to a substantial growth in the

number of available plug-ins. While version 1.1 could be used with only 29 plug-ins, by the

time version 4.0 was released in 2007 more than 140 plug-ins were available (van der Aalst

et al. (2007)). That number has grown to exceed 500 since then.

As research progressed and more plug-ins became available, the framework became unruly

and hard to maintain. After a final release based on the original code base, version 5.2, a new

version of the framework was written from the ground up, culminating in ProM 6 (introduced

by Verbeek et al. (2011)), which also introduced support for the new XES-standard for log

files (cf. section 2.3).

The plug-ins for the ProM framework are divided into categories:

• Discovery plug-ins: These take a log file as input and return a specific type of model.

Examples include the Heuristic miner and the α-algorithm Miner.

• Conformance checking plug-ins: These check conformance between a given model and

log files based on the same process. Examples include the plug-in to check the confor-

mance of log to a Petri net with data.

• Enhancement plug-ins: These take a log file and a process model as input and try

to enhance the given model by extracting additional insights from the logs that were

provided. At least, this is the definition that is given by ProM. It seems that a plug-in

enhancing log files with additional attributes has also received this designation, though

it doesn’t comply with the definition.5

• Filtering plug-ins: These provide the user with the functionality to filter elements or

cases out of a given log or to cluster the log, which can be useful for differentiated

analysis. An example is the plug-in that allows the user to filter out a random number

of events from a log, for example to test the robustness of an algorithm.

• Analytic plug-ins: These perform various types of analysis on a given log. An example

is the plug-in to analyze BPMN models.

• Input/output plug-ins: These allow the importing and exporting of various objects (e.g.

different types of process models, (altered) logs, Petri net markings, etc.) to and from

the application (no surprises here).

Besides these categories, one could also consider the visualizers for various types of objects

as a separate category.

On some occasions, the categorization is less than straightforward. E.g. the miner for Petri

nets with data is marked as a discovery plug-in, while it would be considered an enhancement

5It should be noted that plug-in developers are responsible for assigning one or more categories to their

plug-in, which might be a source of inconsistencies.
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plug-in according to many sources (e.g. (van der Aalst (2011), p. 216)) as it takes both a

log file and a process model as input and returns an identical process model which has been

enhanced with information that has been extracted from the log file (in this case additional

information on the data-flow). Another example are the plug-ins that convert a process model

of a certain type into another type (e.g. EPC’s to Petri nets). These don’t really find a correct

category within this taxonomy.

Besides the fact that it is open-source, ProM has a number of features that make it attractive

to both business users and the scientific community, including some that especially developers

of plug-ins will appreciate.

• A clear GUI and a library of reusable visual elements for the plug-ins: This allows for

easier interaction with the application, thus lowering the learning curve. The library

makes sure6 that the plug-ins have a similar look and feel as the central elements of the

framework, making the whole feel more like a single, well-developed application instead

of a combination of loose elements.

• An integrated package manager: This makes it easy to find and install plug-ins, in

addition to keeping them up to date automatically. It furthermore guarantees that

dependencies are in order, allowing the plug-ins to be smaller in size.

Figure 2.1: The ProM 6 package manager.

• An object manager: Objects that were loaded into the application or were created by

a plug-in, such as process models and logs, are kept in a list within the application as

long as it remains open. This removes the need to reload different files for every step in

the user’s workflow.

6It is up to the developer to choose if he uses these visual elements or not, but mostly they do. The range

of visual elements that ProM supports are one of the major limiting factors during plug-in development. More

on that in section 5.2.
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Figure 2.2: The object manager screen in ProM 6.

• Context aware plug-ins: Annotations within a plug-in’s code tell the framework what

types of objects it requires as input and what types of objects the framework can expect

as output. The central application uses this information to either present the user with

a list of plug-ins that can be used with one or more selected input objects, or to present

the user with a list of possible objects (based on the list in the object manager) that

can serve as input to a selected plug-in.

• Connections between objects: The ProM framework features a construct called ’connec-

tions’. These are a class of objects (usually hidden to the user) that serve as memory for

the links between different objects. They will for example remember that a particular

Petri net is linked to a specific log file because it was discovered using a specific miner

plug-in, while also storing the parameters that were used during this mining process.7

This makes it easier to see the links between different objects after the fact and allows

for reproduction of the steps. It also allows some plug-ins to complete their task in less

time, as they use information stored in these connections to gather already available

information that they would otherwise have recalculated themselves.

• Division between plug-in logic and user-interface: This makes the plug-ins easier to

maintain for the developers and also allows for headless execution of the plug-in (and

in some cases execution by means of distributed computing) whenever the developer

implemented this option.

• Possibility of automated workflows: The combination of context aware plug-ins and

possibility of headless execution allows for the creation of automated workflows by strin-

ging a number of plug-ins together. This is implemented in the companion application

7It is up to the plug-in developers to define these connections and what information they store.
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RapidProM8, which was introduced by Bolt et al. (2015) and is currently on version

3.0.

• Compatibility with data from a large array of enterprise applications: While the world

of log files – especially those coming from enterprise applications – suffers from a lack

of standardization, ProM’s companion application XESame allows extraction of log

information and conversion to ProM’s native XES-format for a large number of popular

applications and formats (cf. section 2.3).

2.2 Workflow: From Log Files to Decision Logic

This section presents the different steps that need to be taken in order to extract DMN-

compliant decision logic from log files within the ProM framework. It is this workflow that

will be completed by this paper. An overview of this process can be seen in figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: A BPMN model of the decision mining workflow.

The process starts with the gathering of the required data. These are the log files, which

either came in a format ProM can understand or were extracted and converted to such a

format by means of XESame (cf. section 2.3) or similar tools (e.g. Fluxicon’s Nitro, which

has now been integrated into their Disco application). From here on out, the heavy lifting is

performed by ProM itself. Next up is the creation of a process model by means of process

mining (discussed in section 2.4). This model and the logs serve as input for the subsequent

decision mining phase, where the decision logic is discovered (cf. section 2.5) and which itself

entails a number of steps.9

8The name is a wordplay on the popular application RapidMiner, which allows for the creation of similar

workflows, but for more general data mining.
9In most cases, steps 3 and 4 are covered by an algorithm that tackles a classification problem.
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1. Identification of decision points.

2. Identification of case routings in the log file, i.e. linking instances of the process to a

certain decision output.

3. Identification of variables relevant for a particular decision point.

4. Identification of cutoff-points and values for the variables that point to a particular

decision.

The final step is to present the results of the decision mining – the discovered decision logic – to

the user, preferably in an intuitive and standardized notation such as DMN. This functionality

is currently not adequately available within ProM. This paper will attempt to alleviate this

shortcoming by introducing a set of plug-ins to mine, convert and present decision logic in

the form of DMN decision tables (cf. infra).

2.3 Logging and Log File Formats

This section first inspects how data can be gathered for process and decision mining in the

ProM framework and then takes a closer look at the XES format for log files and what

information exactly can be contained within logs adhering to this format.

Process mining of course starts with the gathering of the data required by the process miner,

i.e. log files. These files contain information on a number of previous instances of the pro-

cess, usually referred to as cases or traces. These cases are in turn comprised of a sequence

of activities or events, and possibly additional attributes for these activities/events and/or

attributes at the case level.10

Today’s enterprise applications generate a deluge of useful data, but are also marked by a

complete lack of standardization of this data and the formats in which it can be exported from

these systems. Extracting the required information is frequently one of the largest hurdles to

overcome in process mining projects11 and one that is frequently ignored in literature. While

a number of plug-ins exist that allow the user to load different input formats, ProM 6 was

built with the XES log format in mind.

As was mentioned in section 2.1, the developers of the ProM framework have managed to get

around this issue by developing XESame, a companion application for ProM, which allows

for the extraction of relevant data from various enterprise applications and databases, as well

as the conversion thereof to the XES format, and the conversion of various other formats to

XES.12

10Taking it even further, XES allows nested attributes, i.e. attributes of attributes.
11For an overview of some issues concerning the extraction of event logs, see (van der Aalst (2011), p113).
12XES is the spiritual successor of the venerable MXML format. A similar conversion application, called
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XES (Günther & Verbeek (2014)) is an XML-based format for log files that was developed in

order to advance standardization in log files and to resolve the shortcomings of the MXML

format that had been the closest thing to an accepted standard for log files up to that point.

The first version of the standard definition was released to the public in 2009, followed by

adoption of the standard by the IEEE Task Force on Process Mining in 2010.13 Version 2.0

of the standard was published in 2014 and added i.a. support for list and container attribute

types.

The main idea behind XES is to make it simultaneously as flexible and simple as possible,

allowing it to express a broad range of information on processes with a very limited number

of concepts.

An overview of the standard as a UML diagram can be seen in figure 2.4. The main elements

are logs, which contain traces (process instances) of events. All of these can contain attributes

(key-value pairs), which can be nested. A short description of the most important features of

XES follows.

• Extensions: XES splits the retention of data from the semantics behind this data. The

concept of extensions allows for these semantics to be added to particular attributes,

allowing for interpretation of the data. This is achieved by having the log file point to

an external XESEXT-file. Attributes that utilize semantics from a particular extension

are preceded by the prefix linked to this extension. An example is the Organizatio-

nal extension, which defines attributes that can be used to express the organizational

resource(s) attached to an activity.

• Classifiers: In order to define which events are to be considered as being equal (i.e.

instances of the same activity), one or more event classifiers can be added to the log

files. These contain a list of event attributes. If two events have the same values for

these attributes, they are considered equal with regard to that classifier. The most

common example is events that have the same value for the concept:name-attribute.

• Global attributes: Declaring global trace or event attributes in the log makes these

attributes mandatory for every every trace, respectively event contained in the log. The

declaration of the global attribute contains a default value in case the attribute’s value

isn’t defined during log file generation.

• Typed attributes: An XES-attribute is always clearly typed, this in contrast with the

MXML-standard. Possible types are: String, Date, Int, Float, Boolean and ID. In addi-

tion there are lists, which hold any number of ordered child attributes, and containers,

which do the same, but in an unordered fashion.

ProMimport existed for this format.
13The latest proposal for the standard can be found at http://www.xes-standard.org/xesstandardproposal.
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Figure 2.4: The UML 2.0 class diagram for the complete meta-model for the XES standard (courtesy

of Dr. Christian W. Günther & Dr. H.M.W. Verbeek).

The XES-standard has a well defined XML-serialization and an open-source Java-implementation

called OpenXES14, which is used by ProM and many of its plug-ins.

2.4 Process Mining

This section starts with an overview of the field of process mining in the broad sense and

then moves on to a short explanation of what process mining in the narrow sense (i.e. process

discovery) is, what its advantages are for daily practice and a short introduction to process

model notations.15 Thereafter, some more technical topics are touched upon, starting with the

quality dimensions used to judge process models produced by the process mining algorithms.

This is followed by a presentation of some of the difficulties process mining algorithms face,

14OpenXES and relevant information can be found at http://www.xes-standard.org/openxes/start.
15This paper does assume a basic knowledge of business process modeling and its conventions.
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and a selection of process miners that have been implemented in ProM.16 This section is

rounded off by some thoughts on the importance of BPMN and its support within the ProM

framework.17

In (van der Aalst (2011), p. 216) process mining in the broad sense is divided up into three

main categories: process discovery (i.e. process mining in the narrow sense, which will be

covered in this section), conformance checking, and enhancement.18 This third category

enhances existing process models by extracting additional information on the process outside

the realm of control-flow from log files. Decision mining, which will be presented in section

2.5, is situated in this third category. An overview of this view on process mining in the broad

sense can be seen in figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5: Three types of process mining.

Process mining in the narrow sense, also called process discovery, is the first category in this

taxonomy. It is the construction of a process model based on information contained in log

files without any a priori knowledge on the underlying process. It takes as input a log file

and returns a process model that is representative of the control-flow behavior seen in the log

(van der Aalst (2011)).

Within the BPM cycle (cf. figure 2.6) process mining can be situated at the process discovery

16In depth information on the inner workings of these miners is beyond the scope of this paper. Some

excellent monographs on this subject are available, e.g. (van Dongen et al. (2009)).
17For an extensive overview of process mining in the broad sense and related topics, see (van der Aalst

(2011)).
18Some might also include data preprocessing as an additional category
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phase.19 Conventionally, this phase would be done manually or with the help from modeling

tools, but in the case of process mining it is performed in an automated fashion by means of

algorithms.

Figure 2.6: The BPM life-cycle.

Numerous advantages of process mining can be discerned for daily practice. Some are specific

for process mining and some can be linked to a good process discovery in general.

• More accurate process discovery: Automated process discovery removes the normative

and subjective factor from the equation. Instead of a modeling of the process done by

people who are involved in the process and might be biased by a normative perspective

on the process (i.e. they know what it should look like in principle and want to make the

reality look better than it actually is) or done by people who may not be familiar with

the process and thus need to rely in information that can be incomplete or is provided

by the people mentioned before, the process modeling is now done by an objective

algorithm that bases itself solely on information generated by previous instances of the

process, i.e. the process in reality.

• Better conformance checking: Modeling of the process (i.e. process discovery in the

19The second category in the process mining taxonomy, conformance checking, can be situated in the process

monitoring & control phase.
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BPM life-cycle, cf. figure 2.6) - the more accurate, the better - allows for a more

objective detection of cases (instances of the process) that deviate from the norm. This

is already the case for manual process modeling, but automated modeling based on

previous (successful) instances ensures that the model fits reality more closely, thus

signaling real aberrant behavior when deviations from that model are detected. All of

this allows for faster and more accurately detection of problems, thus reducing potential

negative effects.

• Delta analysis: Discovering what the process looks like in reality allows the business to

compare this actual process with a prescriptive process model, i.e. ’how it should be’

(van der Aalst et al. (2004)).

• Documentation and standardization: Documenting the process by developing a process

model of it is the staring point for the standardization of the process, which can be

advantageous in many situations, e.g. for obtaining certain certifications.

• Starting point for process analysis and improvement/redesign: In order to study a

process, analyze its performance and identify improvements, the process first needs to

be understood as it currently exists, which is exactly what process mining and process

discovery in general facilitate with the process models they have as output. Based on

the process model, further analysis methods, such as simulation, can be applied in order

to pinpoint bottlenecks and other problems, as well as opportunities for improvement.

• Improved communication: Having a visual and well-defined process model facilitates

communication and discussion about the process, e.g. during training of new employ-

ees. This is especially the case when these models are expressed in well-understood

and intuitive modeling languages such as BPMN. These languages define a shared vo-

cabulary, which reduces ambiguity when talking about the models and their underlying

processes.

Process models come in many shapes and sizes.20 There are a number of popular modeling

languages/notations, which can be roughly divided into those that have well defined formal

semantics such as process algebras (Baeten & Weijland (1990)), Petri nets (Petri (1966)) and

YAWL (van der Aalst & ter Hofstede (2005)) on the one hand, and those that have less formal

semantics, but tend to be more intuitive, such as BPMN (Object Management Group (OMG)

(2014)) and EPC’s (van der Aalst (1999)). The former are popular in research, whereas the

latter are preferred by business users (Lohmann et al. (2009)). The exception to this rule

seems to be YAWL, which has gotten interest from both ’sides’ (Lohmann et al. (2009)).21

20http://workflowpatterns.com/evaluations/ contains systematic comparisons of the features of a wide range

of notations.
21For a comparative study on the popularity and key characteristics relevant for the use of different modeling

languages, see (De Weerdt et al. (2015), p532-534).
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Recently there has been a lot of interest for constraint-based modeling languages, such as

DECLARE (Pesic et al. (2007)), which are much more flexible than the ’traditional’ notations

and allow for modeling of more loosely structured processes. This falls outside the scope of

this paper.

Most process mining algorithms produce a Petri net or a variant thereof as output. However,

for real-world use BPMN (Business Process Model and Notation) is by far the most dominant

process model notation. Conveniently, Petri nets can be converted to BPMN models, as well

as to BPEL models and UML Activity diagrams (cf. infra).

The remainder of this paper will be largely based on Petri nets wherever a process model is

required, although BPMN models will be briefly touched upon later in this section.

Process models that are the result of process mining can be judged by a number of quality

dimensions, which describe the quality of the match between the process, the behavior captu-

red in the log and that described by the discovered process model (cf. figure 2.7). In general,

there is a trade-off between the following four quality dimensions (Werner & Gehrke (2013)).

• Fitness: Behavior captured in the log should fit within the boundaries set up by the

process model. In case of perfect fitness, every succession of events that occurs in the

log is also a possible succession of activities in the discovered process model.

• Simplicity: The output of the algorithm should be the simplest possible process model

that is able to explain the general behavior contained in the log (cf. Occam’s Razor).

E.g. a model containing each possible succession of activities separately will have perfect

fitness, but will not be the simplest model of the behavior that is observed in the process.

• Precision: The discovered model shouldn’t allow for behavior that diverges too far from

that which is observed in the logs. The model should not allow for too much behavior.

• Generalization: The model should be a presentation of all possible behavior of the

underlying process, not just the example behavior contained in the log files. This has

to do with avoiding overfitting of the model.

Discovering a process model that scores well on these dimensions is never a trivial task. A

number of challenges are salient within the field of process mining (van der Aalst et al. (2012)).

Take notice of the links that these challenges have with the different quality dimensions and

the balancing between the quality dimensions that is required as a result of these challenges.

• Representation bias: The choice for a particular modeling language that will serve as

the basis for the output of the miner inherently imposes limitations on what can be

discovered, as every language has its assumptions. This is what is called the ’represen-

tation bias’. A good example of this is the difference between rigid languages such as

Petri nets and those that allow for more flexible modeling such as DECLARE. Mining
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Figure 2.7: The quality dimensions of a process model.

a complex, flexible process to a Petri net, will produce unsatisfactory or overly com-

plex results. The choice for a modeling language (and thus for a particular miner, as

these are usually linked) should be driven by these constraints, not by an affinity for a

particular representation.

• Incompleteness: While most examples given in literature are fairly simple in order to

get the point across, real-life processes are frequently much more complex, comprising

a multiple of the amount of activities comprised in those examples. This leads to a

plausible situation where not all behavior that is possible in the process is reflected in

the log files for these real-world processes. Algorithms such as the α-algorithm work

around this by utilizing a different notion of completeness than the global one (i.e. all

beginning-to-end successions of activities are represented in the log). Instead of looking

at a complete end-to-end succession, it considers possible successions between just two

activities (this is the notion of ’completeness of direct succession’ ).22

• Noise: Within the context of decision mining, the concept of ’noise’ can either mean

faulty event data in the logs or exceedingly rare or exceptional behavior data. The latter

can lead to so-called spaghetti models, which aren’t wrong per se, but are so complex

that they lose much of their usefulness. This problem is usually tackled by a threshold

on the support and confidence metrics. Successions of activities that score too low on

the support metric (e.g. an exceptional situation that occurs in less than 1% of the cases

of a log, pointing to either a vary rare situation in the process or a case of erroneous

logging) aren’t withheld for the final process model. Within this context, the notion

exists of the 80/20 model. This suggests that for most cases, it is best to aim for a model

that describes 80% of the behavior seen in the log, as this behavior can be explained by

a model that is only 20% of the model required to describe all behavior (Leemans et al.

(2014a)), and the remaining 20% causes 80% of the variability in the process (van der

22For a complete overview of different notions of completeness, see (van Dongen et al. (2009), p228).
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Aalst (2011), p148). This leads to a simpler, clearer model of the central behavior of

the process.

• More technical challenges: Elements such as loops, hidden tasks (tasks that are not

captured in the log file, but should be present in the process model), and duplicate

activities (multiple activities with the same name/label in one process, which can be

either separate tasks or the same task performed at different stages (cf. call activities

in BPMN)) can in many cases confound process mining algorithms or are difficult for

them to support (van der Aalst et al. (2003)).

Over time, algorithms that were able to tackle the issues discussed above were developed.23

There are currently a number of excellent algorithms available in ProM, each with its own

strengths and specializations (e.g. the Heuristics Miner, which specializes in handling noisy

logs).

Some of the most frequently mentioned algorithms are presented here.24

• The α-algorithm: One of the oldest process mining algorithms, developed in 2004 by

van der Aalst et al. (2004). It has been implemented in ProM 6 by means of the Alp-

haMiner package.

This deterministic algorithm starts by recording all the different successions of events

present in the log file. Based on this, more advanced orderings are created (e.g. exclu-

sive choice splits), and finally these advanced orderings are used to construct the final

model.25 These three phases are called abstraction, induction and construction, and

can be seen in many algorithms.

This algorithm has its limitations. For example, it can’t differentiate between short

loops and true parallelism. Furthermore, α-algorithm has issues dealing with noise (in

the sense of low-frequency behavior) and incompleteness in the log (van Dongen et al.

(2009), p234). Many extensions of this algorithm have been constructed in order to

compensate for these limitations, e.g. the α+-algorithm, which isn’t thwarted by short

loops (de Medeiros et al. (2005)). It has also led to the development of more advanced

algorithms.

• HeuristicsMiner algorithm: This algorithm was postulated in 2003 by Weijters & van der

Aalst (2003), but wouldn’t be implemented until 2006, when it was introduced as a ProM

plug-in (Weijters et al. (2006)). It takes a log file as input and produces a heuristic net

23In some cases, an algorithm wasn’t enough to solve the complications. This was the case for complex,

flexible and loosely coupled processes, which simply couldn’t be adequately represented in the traditional

modeling languages. This led to the development of the DECLARE language, which falls outside the scope of

this paper.
24An excellent comparison of different process mining algorithms that had been developed by 2009 can be

found in (van Dongen et al. (2009)).
25For a detailed description of the inner workings of this algorithms, see (van der Aalst (2011), p129-156).
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as output, which is a variant of a causal net. This algorithm was developed with noise

and incompleteness in mind. It does this by not just looking into the possible successions

of activities, as the α-algorithm does, but also at the frequency of these successions (i.e.

support). Because of this, it is better suited to mine the main behavior of a process

(cf. 80/20 model). It also supports all common constructs in process models, such as

loops, choice and parallelism, with the exception of duplicate activities (van Dongen

et al. (2009), p235).

• Fuzzy Miner: A variant of the HeursticMiner algorithm introduced by Günther &

van der Aalst (2007). It gives even further control over the level of abstraction by

introducing additional user-specified parameters and multiple log-based process metric

used to determine the correct level of detail in the final process model. For example,

less significant, but highly correlated behavior is clustered and hidden in subprocesses,

leading to a hierarchical, clear process model. It is implemented in ProM by means of

the Fuzzy package and produces a so-called fuzzy model. This algorithm is also the

basis for the commercial process mining solution Disco by Fluxicon.26

• Genetic algorithm: Taking a cue from optimization theory, adaptations of evolutionary

algorithms were developed for application in process mining. In contrast to the pre-

vious algorithms, these introduce an aspect of randomness to the mining process, thus

reducing reproducibility.

The most famous of these adaptations is that of the genetic algorithm, which was im-

plemented in ProM by de Medeiros et al. (2007) in the EvolutionaryTreeMiner package.

This plug-in once again has a Petri net as output. It is based on traditional genetic

algorithms (Eiben & Smith (2003)) that mimic nature by working with different ge-

nerations of gene pools, constructing descendants thereof (which are constructed by a

process termed crossover), which may or may not have mutations in their ’DNA’, and

using ’survival of the fittest’ to determine who will make it to the next ’generation’

by assigning a fitness value to these descendants (in addition to keeping the ’fittest’

examples of the previous generation around, which is termed elitism). A simplified

representation of this algorithm can be seen in figure 2.8.

This algorithm supports all common constructs, while simultaneously being able to

handle noise and incompleteness in logs.

• Inductive Miner: A more recent addition to the process mining cannon, this algorithm

was introduced in 2013, with an updated version to better deal with infrequent behavior

presented shortly thereafter by Leemans et al. (2014a).27 It was implemented in ProM

with the InductiveMiner package. It’s main advantage is that it guarantees to produce

26http://fluxicon.com/blog/2012/05/say-hello-to-disco/
27This paper also includes a nice comparison of existing miners with special attention for soundness of the

resulting models.
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Figure 2.8: Simplified representation of the logic behind a genetic algorithm.

sound models (e.g. free of deadlocks), while handling noise with ease and being generally

efficient.

• DECLARE Miner: Based on the approach proposed by Maggi et al. (2011), this plug-in

allows the mining of a DECLARE model. It allows the user to specify what kind of

DECLARE templates they are interested in, resulting in a more exact control over the

discovery process.

It’s quite striking that most of these mining algorithms have Petri nets (or extensions thereof,

such as Petri nets with inhibitor arcs and/or reset arcs) or other very formal languages and

notations as the format of the process models that they produce.28 This is mainly because

these semantically sound languages are popular in the research community. However, busi-

ness users mostly prefer more intuitively understood languages and notations such as BPMN,

which sadly doesn’t easily lend itself to mining.

Recently, steps have been taken to fix this discrepancy within the ProM framework between

available miners and demand from the business world. This by means of conversion methods

between Petri nets and BPMN models, and a miner for BPMN models.

Kalenkova et al. (2014) first described the BPMN capabilities of ProM as a response to this

discrepancy. The solution they presented was to use a combination of well-established process

miners for other notations and plug-ins that allowed for the conversion of these other types

28Other output formats of process mining algorithms include heuristic nets (Weijters et al. (2006)), causal

nets (van der Aalst et al. (2011)), and EPC’s (Dumas et al. (2005)).
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of models (Petri nets, causal nets and process trees) to BPMN (and vice versa in the case of

Petri nets). BPMN support in ProM was already available by means of the BPMN package

and this paper introduced the BPMN Conversion package with the necessary converter plug-

ins.29

A process miner with native support for BPMN was introduced by De Weerdt et al. (2015).

It mines both the control-flow and organizational aspects (swimlanes) of the process. The

mining algorithm is robust to noise and is implemented in ProM in the BPMNMiner package.

This BPMN functionality in ProM is important, as it significantly increases the appeal for

users outside the scientific community, given the popularity of this standard. From the view-

point of business users, a version that outputs BPMN process models and a clear representa-

tion of the discovered decision logic would be the ideal incarnation of the workflow presented

in section 2.2.

2.5 Decision Mining

This section will first give a short introduction on different definitions of decision mining,

afterwards elucidates the advantages this has for daily practice and finally moves on to a

succinct chronological overview of the advances made in the field of decision mining (in ProM)

and a final remark on the output format of these miners.

Decision mining, also called decision point analysis, is the study of the decision-related charac-

teristics of a process based on a process model of the process and log files of previous process

executions. It enriches30 process models (focused on the control-flow of a process) with addi-

tional insights on why specific decisions are made (i.e. why is a specific routing through the

process taken) and in some cases also the circumstances surrounding this decision, e.g. when

in the process certain variables are defined and altered (de Leoni & van der Aalst (2013)), or

the organizational elements involved in the decision.31

Decision mining in the narrow sense (which is how this term is used throughout the remainder

of this paper) involves the automated discovery of the decision logic of decision points in the

process.32 Decision points are situations in a process where one or more options need to be

chosen from an array of possibilities. The decision logic for the these decision points represents

29Theoretical research on conversions between different modeling languages had been performed earlier, e.g.

(Lohmann et al. (2009)) and (Raedts et al. (2007)), but this was the first implementation of such functionality

in ProM.
30This means that it is part of the third type of process mining in the categorization presented at the start

of section 2.4.
31While this is an element of the decision model as defined by DMN (cf. section 2.6), the majority of

literature would classify this as being organizational mining (van der Aalst (2011); Song & van der Aalst

(2008)).
32This difference between broader decision modeling and decision logic returns in the DMN specification,

which will be covered in section 2.6.
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the conditions that need to be fulfilled for a specific option to be taken. It is strongly related

to the data-flow of the process, as it requires determining what variables33 are relevant for

the routing decision (i.e. feature selection) and for what values34 of these variables a specific

routing is taken. E.g. in the very elementary claims handling process which can be seen in

figure 2.9, the value of the claim determines whether a basic analysis is performed or a more

in-depth analysis is required.

Figure 2.9: A BPMN model of a very basic claims handling process.

The modeling of this decision logic in general and doing so in an automated way in particular

has numerous advantages.

• All of the advantages mentioned for process modeling and mining in section 2.4 are also

valid for decision modeling and mining.

• Making implicit knowledge explicit: A lot of knowledge within an organization is tacit

and often concentrated in a few key people for a particular process. This is especially

the case where decisions need to be made. Externalizing this knowledge in the form of

decision logic and models is important for the sharing and diffusion of this knowledge

throughout the organization, as well as for the continuity in business processes (e.g.

when a key figure leaves the company).

• Precision fine-tuning of decision parameters: Only after the decision logic has been

mapped can the fine-tuning process start. Changing cutoff points and other parameters

can lead to improvements in efficiency, cost savings, reduction of rework, etc.

• Improved conformance checking: Involving decision logic in conformance checking can

greatly improve its performance, as it adds an entirely new and in many cases very

relevant dimension (Mannhardt et al. (2015b)). While a particular trace can seem

33Case and event attributes, but in some cases also other performance measures that aren’t readily available

in the logs and need to be calculated after the fact (Bazhenova & Weske (2015); de Leoni et al. (2016)).
34Depending on the type of variable being studied, this can be a range, an inequality, etc.
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acceptable from a control-flow perspective, it may become clear that something is amiss

when also taking data-flow and in particular decision logic into account. This can be

particularly important in the context of fraud detection (e.g. unusual decisions in loan

granting processes).

• More efficient decision making and automation: Giving the discovered decision logic a

normative status allows for a more routine and straightforward decision making process

for the people involved. This leads to efficiency improvements in the form of a higher

volume of decision tasks being processed by the same amount of resources. An extension

of this would be the full automation of the decision task35, which is now possible as the

decision logic has been formalized.

• Reduction of uncertainty and variability: This same formalization and standardization

of decision rules leads to a reduction of uncertainty for the people involved, which in

turn can lead to a reduction of stress. Furthermore, it may decrease the variability in

the process, which is something every organization would welcome.

• Simplifying process models: Intricate decisions concerning multiple input variables and

many different options can sometimes lead to very large and extensive process models

being required to capture this logic (cf. a decision tree being captured in a process

model). Isolating decision logic from control-flow of a process can significantly reduce

the number of elements in a process model, thus increasing its clarity.

The field of decision mining has been marked by a succession of approaches, each one building

upon the previous. Issues such as loops in the process model and invisible tasks can now be

handled with ease by modern miners.36 A short chronological overview follows, with special

attention for implementations in the ProM framework.37

The chronology necessarily starts with the extensive research done on decision tree algorithms

and other machine-learning techniques (Mitchell (1997)), such as Bayesian Networks (Sutris-

nowati et al. (2013)), Markov Models (Lakshmanan et al. (2013)), Support Vector Machines

(Polato et al. (2014)), etc. This because mining for the decision logic behind a decision point

can in essence be reduced to a classification problem with the dependent variable being the

35I.e. the creation of independent decision services within the BPMS of an enterprise, replacing what used

to be a user-performed work task (the making of the decision).
36The biggest issues for decision mining concern the correct interpretation of the control flow of the process,

which for example determines what the possible choices are in a particular decision. An overview of these

control-flow related difficulties can be found in (Rozinat & van der Aalst (2006a)).
37While other, more general approaches to knowledge discovery in data exist (e.g. Mues et al. (2005);

Fayyad et al. (1996)), as well as scientific works that are counterparts to the ones discussed here, but aren’t

aren’t applied to ProM (e.g. Rozinat et al. (2006)), discussing these falls outside the scope of this paper.
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output/decision/routing. Many of the following algorithms either directly use or are based

upon open source algorithms like those found in the Weka library38.

Whereas some prior research on data-oriented process mining for specific problems existed

(e.g. Ly et al. (2006)) and for other systems (e.g. Grigori et al. (2004)), the first steps to

introduce a working decision miner for general purposes in the ProM framework were taken

by Rozinat & van der Aalst (2006b). The implementation in ProM 5 (cf. figure 2.10) of this

approach (aptly called the Decision Miner plug-in) takes a Petri net and MXML-logs as input

and utilizes the J48 decision tree classifier of the Weka library, itself an implementation of

the C4.5 algorithm (Quinlan (1993)) to determine the decision tree related to a particular

decision point. This first attempt at decision mining in ProM had serious limitations such

as not being able to deal with loops and invisible activities. Another limitation is that it

can only discover guards that conform to the structure: variable - equality or inequality -

constant. Despite these issues and the fact that the plug-in only exists for the outdated ProM

5 framework, this decision miner remains popular, even in recent studies such as (Bazhenova

& Weske (2015)).

Figure 2.10: The decision tree view in the ProM 5 Decision Miner.

The next major step in this evolution was the work proposed by de Leoni & van der Aalst

(2013) and implemented in ProM by means of the DataPetriNets package. The main focus

is on an extension of the Petri net convention called ’Petri nets with data’. This allows

the adding of read and write operations to the Petri net transitions, as well as the adding

of transition guard functions, i.e. logical expressions that need to evaluate to true before a

particular transition can fire. Other than this new data structure and the mining of additional

features, this contribution improved upon the previous Decision Miner by allowing process

models with loops and hidden activities to be properly mined. The implementation in ProM

38http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/.
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of the concepts proposed in this paper became the first functional decision miner in the new

and improved ProM 6 framework (cf. figure 2.11). Once more, the C4.5 algorithm was

used by the plug-in to build the necessary decision trees. Later on, this plug-in was reused

and integrated into the Multi-perspective Process Explorer plug-in for ProM (introduced by

Mannhardt et al. (2015a)), which provides an integrated environment for the user to analyze

and explore a given event log.

Figure 2.11: An example of the output of the DataPetriNets Miner.

The next contribution came from de Leoni et al. (2013). This extended existing decision

mining capabilities by allowing the mining of decision guards that contained arithmetic ope-

rations (e.g. x1 + x2 > 25). This was achieved by applying the Daikon system39 for discovery

of invariants and utilizing the output thereof as input for decision tree algorithms provided

by Weka. The techniques were implemented in the standalone application Branch Miner.40

The results were promising (although they came at a computational cost larger than other

algorithms), but there seemingly hasn’t been any follow-up research down this path.41

While all of the scientific contributions mentioned up to this point focused on one particular

aspect of extracting information from logs, i.e. process discovery, discovery of data-flow,

etc., de Leoni et al. (2014) puts forward a framework that allows one to look for correlations

between any type of data that can be read from or created based on log files. One could for

example try to predict the remaining time of the process instance based on various event-

attributes, or look into the correlation between the income of an applicant and his chances

39htpp://groups.csail.mit.edu/pag/daikon/dist/
40http://sep.cs.ut.ee/Main/BranchMiner
41Although traces of an implementation can be found in the DataPetriNets ProM package, development

thereof seems to have been abandoned.
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for being approved for a loan.42 Obviously, this framework could also be used to find the

attributes that correlate significantly with the taking of a particular path at a decision point,

i.e. decision mining. Another feature of this framework is its ability to enrich the provided log

files with ‘a broad and extendable set of characteristics related to control-flow, data-flow, time,

resources, organizations and conformance‘. Furthermore, a number of filters are provided to

control which events (and their associated attributes) are retained for analysis. In (de Leoni

et al. (2016)) this framework was extended to allow clustering of the log into sub-logs based on

previous analysis. This can be useful for many reasons, e.g. analyzing different clusters with

different algorithms more suited for their contents, or simply because discovering a different

process for each cluster leads to more user-friendly results. An overview of the resulting

framework can be seen in figure 2.12. All of this is implemented in the ProM 6 plug-in called

FeaturePrediction. Once again, algorithms from the Weka toolkit are used, in particular the

C4.5 and RepTree algorithms. As this framework is quite new, it will be interesting to see

the applications and research that come out of it, as this broad scope and flexibility have not

been seen before in a relatively easy to use tool.43

Figure 2.12: An overview of the framework proposed in de Leoni et al. (2014). The red elements are

the extension suggested in de Leoni et al. (2016).

While the previously mentioned approaches to decision mining assume and enforce mutual

exclusivity of the discovered guards in case of exclusive decision points, this may not always

be reflected in the decision logs they are fed as input. It is well known that processes and

42Many of these links and how to discover them had been studied before, but always on an add-hoc basis

for a particular relation between variables.
43However, it should be noted within the context of this paper that for the field of decision mining, this

framework did not introduce anything new. It did however unify various contributions within a single frame-

work.
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in particular their decision logic aren’t always that well-defined in reality, which can easily

lead to overlapping expressions for the different options coming out of a decision point that

is supposed to be an exclusive decision. An approach to decision mining that can cope with

this phenomenon is proposed by Mannhardt et al. (2016). It does this by adding a second

step after the growing of the initial decision tree, where the wrongly classified instances are

studied in depth to discover overlapping rules that alter the initial decision tree. Limited

validation of the approach was performed and while some improvements were detected for

the type of cases the algorithm was designed for, it is still possible that a deterioration of

performance could be present in other situations. This algorithm was implemented in ProM

by means of a new version of the Multi-perspective Process Explorer plug-in44 and once more

uses the C4.5 algorithm at its core.

Other lines of research to extend and improve decision mining (and process mining in general),

such as enriching event log data with domain specific semantic knowledge (cf. Jareevongpi-

boon & Janecek (2013)), have been established, but they exceed the scope of this paper.

The implementations of these approaches in ProM45 invariably take a Petri net as input.

One of the main drawbacks to using these plug-ins for real-world applications is that they

usually have (Petri net) transition guards as output. This is in contrast to the focus in

practical applications on entire decision points and their accompanying decision logic. In

most cases, the decision logic for a particular decision point can be obtained by combining

the guard expressions for the different transitions that start from the Petri net place that

represents that decision point. However, the situation does arise where multiple places lead

into the same transition. In this case it is impossible to identify which part of the transition

guard is linked to which decision point.

In general, the decision logic that is extracted by currently available miners is returned in

very unclear formats (cf. figure 2.11 and 6.14), thus significantly reducing the utility of these

plug-ins for daily practice. This is in contrast to the growing attention for visualization of

data in the wider data-mining field. Ameliorating this situation is the central focus of this

paper.

2.6 DMN

Many of the advantages mentioned in sections 2.4 and 2.5 are rooted in the shared under-

standing of the resulting models and the improved communication about these that is result

44Meaning that it was introduced in the DataPetriNets-package which this process explorer uses for decision

mining-related tasks.
45Some aren’t implemented in ProM, but have been developed as standalone applications, e.g. Branch

Miner.
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thereof.46 This is of course contingent on a shared vocabulary and well understood notations.

For process models in the workplace, BPMN has largely fulfilled this role, but up to this point

no equivalent existed for the field of decision modeling (Taylor et al. (2013)).47

The introduction of the Decision Model and Notation standard (DMN) by the Object Mana-

gement Group (OMG) (2015) fills this void. The need for this type of standard is illustrated

by the large interest the modeling community has had for it in the short time since its release.

Authorities in the field such as Bruce Silver have published entire books on the subject (Silver

(2016); Debevoise & Taylor (2014)), an extension based on DMN of the popular declarative

process modeling language DECLARE was proposed (Mertens et al. (2015)) and popular

modeling tools such as Signavio48 and Camunda49 are quickly and enthusiastically adding

support for the standard.

This section will first give a succinct overview of DMN and then delves deeper into DMN

decision logic, in particular DMN decision tables, as these will be used extensively in the

solution that is presented in this paper to the problem of lackluster representation of the

output of decision mining in ProM.

DMN was introduced to provide a common language and notation that is readily understan-

dable by all business users, both for decision design/modeling and decision implementation.

It was designed to be useable alongside BPMN and provides semantics for decision models, a

standard visual language and an XML representation to support sharing of the models.

DMN consists of two distinct levels used to describe a decision and its context: the decision

requirements level and the decision logic level.50

The decision requirements level describes what will be decided, references the decision logic

that is required for making this decision and describes the interrelationships between decisions,

but doesn’t specify the actual rules that determine the output of the decision based on the

input (i.e. the decision logic). DMN uses four constructs in order to describe the decision

requirements level (section 6.2.1 of the DMN specification).

46The importance of thereof is stressed in ’The Process Mining Manifesto’ (van der Aalst et al. (2012)),

which explicitly mentions ’Improving understandability for non-experts’ as one of the main challenges for the

broader process mining field.
47Catalkaya et al. (2014) made an attempt at creating just that, in the form of a variant of XOR-gateways,

called the r-gateway, which can contain decision rules. Other formats that are able to capture decision logic

do exist, e.g. Predictive Model Markup Language (PMML) (Grossman et al. (1999)) and Production Rule

Representation (PRR) (Object Management Group (OMG) (2009)), but these don’t cover the entire decision

model as DMN does. Furthermore, they aren’t as intuitively understood and they miss the compatibility with

BPMN.
48http://www.signavio.com/news/managing-business-decisions-with-dmn-1-0/
49https://camunda.org/
50This division is analogous to the difference between broader decision mining and decision mining in the

narrow sense of discovering decision logic, as was discussed in section 2.5.
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Decision: The act of determining an output value from

a number of input values using a certain decision logic.

This corresponds to the business concept of an operati-

onal decision or a decision task (Taylor et al. (2013)).

Figure 2.13: Decision notation.

Input data: The data structures containing the values

needed to determine the output of the decision. They

describe the case about which decision are to be made.

The output of the decision can only depend on this input

data and the output of other decisions that are linked

to this decision in the decision model (cf. figure 2.17). Figure 2.14: Input data notation.

Business knowledge model: This denotes a function en-

capsulating business know-how in the form of business

rules, analytic models, or other formalisms. This know-

how comes down to decision logic that will convert in-

puts into decision outputs. By encapsulating it in the

concept of a business knowledge model this logic can be

reused by various decisions.
Figure 2.15: Business knowledge

model notation.

Knowledge source: This concept designates autho-

rity for decisions or for business knowledge models.

Examples are source documents which define busi-

ness knowledge models, manuals or an expert res-

ponsible for making a particular decision.

Figure 2.16: Knowledge source notation.

Properly specifying and connecting51 these four elements results in what is called a decision

requirements graph (DRG), which can be visually represented in a decision requirements

diagram (DRD) (cf. figure 2.17).

The second level of DMN is the decision logic level, which describe how each decision’s outcome

is derived from its inputs in sufficient detail to allow validation and/or automation. The link

between input and output is unambiguous so that a particular set of inputs leads to the same

decision every time. DMN decision logic will be presented in-depth shortly.

Both levels, as well as the process model of the process containing the decision can be linked

51The relevant connection rules can be found in section 6.2.3 of the DMN standard specification.
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Figure 2.17: An example decision requirements diagram (DRG) depicting a decision on eligibility,

which in turn depends on a decision on the risk involved in the cases.

together to form a full overview of the process, its decisions and the logic behind these (cf.

figure 2.18). Decision logic can be attached to either a decision or a business knowledge model

in the DRG, depending on the possibility of reuse (cf. definition business knowledge model).

The decisions present in the DRG can be attached to the corresponding decision task in a

BPMN process model.

A more in-depth presentation of DMN decision logic follows, given its importance for this

paper.

The basis for DMN decision logic is the Friendly Enough Expression Language (FEEL), a

relatively simple language that is capable of expressing all functionality that falls within

the scope of ’decision logic’ as defined by the DMN standard.52 This language is used to

construct value expressions linked to decisions, which specify the rules of a decision, how

business knowledge models are invoked, how their results are used to come to the output

of the decision, etc.53 One of the main features of this language is that it allows complex

expressions to be decomposed into simpler expressions, while allowing a similar decomposition

of the semantics of a complex expression.

DMN also provides a graphical representation of this information, called boxed expressions,

which can be linked to DRG elements. The example in figure 2.19 shows the boxed expression

that would be linked to the ’eligibility’ decision object in figure 2.17. By referencing the

Application form input object, it defines the Age variable that together with the result of the

52Many examples of these expressions can be found in chapter 6.
53DMN also allows for the decision logic to be expressed in other formats than the ones defined in the DMN

standard, on the condition that they are linked to business knowledge model objects in that case.
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Figure 2.18: Example of BPMN process model and DMN DRG and Decision Logic linked together.

Risk decision serves as the input for the Policy rules, the business knowledge model that it

invokes and that supplies the output of the Eligibility decision.54

Figure 2.19: Example of a boxed expression.

One of the most important forms of boxed expressions is the decision table (defined in section

54Example borrowed from Taylor et al. (2013).
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8 of the DMN specification).55 This is a tabular representation of decision logic, displaying a

mapping of discretized values of input variables onto discrete outputs.56 It is a very intuitively

understood representation of decision logic, which is why it is likely to have the most value

for real-life business applications (which is the theme of this paper). As such, it will be this

representation that this paper will implement in order to improve the presentation of decision

logic that is discovered in ProM.

Figure 2.20: Example of a decision table with the various elements explained.

Most elements of a decision table57 are fairly self-explanatory (cf. figure 2.20), but the hit

policy and completeness indicator deserve some further explanation.

A main classification of decision tables in DMN is between those that can return just one

value for a particular output variable, given a set of inputs (called a single hit table), and

those that can return multiple output values (a multiple hit table). Each type has a number

of hit policies that can be assigned to it, which determine what is to be done in case multiple

rows evaluate to true.58

The completeness indicator of a decision table determines if all possible combinations of input

values are covered by at least one rule in the table, thus leading to at least one output value.

Within the context of decision mining, which as described here in essence discovers the logic

behind a routing decision, only specific combinations of decision table type and hit policy

are relevant. Exclusive choice gateways within this context can be linked to single hit tables

with the Unique hit policy (the input value combinations of the different rules are mutually

55DMN defines a particular representation of these decision tables, but at a base level, they are in fact a

FEEL-function.
56Decision tables aren’t an innovation of DMN, as they have been well-known and popular for a long time,

cf. (CODASYL (1982)).
57Note that some optional elements that aren’t within the scope of this paper aren’t depicted on figure 2.20.
58An overview of these can be found in section 8.2.11 of the DMN specification (Object Management Group

(OMG) (2015)).
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exclusive, leading to just one rule evaluating to true for any given combination of input

values). Multi-choice patterns/OR gateways on the other hand, can capture their decision

logic in multi-hit tables, where the hit policy loses its relevancy in this context, as all outputs

will lead to a particular branch being followed, regardless of the order these outputs are

returned in (which is what the hit policy determines in this case).59

Regarding the completeness of decision logic discovered by decision mining, little can be said

in advance. This mostly depends on whether the full range of possible values of the input

variables is captures by the log file or if this range has been specified in some other way the

miner can understand.

2.7 Absence of Clear Presentation of Decision Logic in ProM

Contributions to the field of decision mining up to now have been primarily focused on various

performance aspects of the algorithms and less with how they would function in real-world

applications. In particular the presentation of the discovered decision logic to the user has

largely been forgotten.

As mentioned above, the existing plug-ins output decision guards for transitions instead of

decision logic for an entire decision point, thus moving even further away from the form factor

that is most intuitively understood en thus most useful in real-world applications.

While these things aren’t problematic for academic purposes, a full overview of the decision

logic for a decision point, in a clear and standardized notation does have many advantages

for daily practice (cf. supra).

An example of such a notation are the DMN decision tables. As DMN is a very recent

standard, it is understandable that not a single implementation thereof can be found in

ProM (although it is mentioned in Mannhardt et al. (2016)), but it does provide a clear

way forward with regard to the previously stated problem of the lacking representation of

discovered decision logic.

59For reference, the multiple hit policies are No order, Output order (a hierarchy of output values is defined

in the table), and Rule order (the order the rules are mentioned in the table).
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Chapter 3

Research Question

Up to this point, this paper has studied the possibility of going from log files to DMN decision

logic in an automated fashion within the ProM framework, along the way discussing various

related topics, in particular with the end-user in mind. The conclusion of this study was that

while extraction of decision logic is possible with certain ProM plug-ins, the framework is

currently lacking functionality that will also present this discovered decision logic in a clear,

standardized and user-friendly fashion, which is necessary to fully complete the workflow

presented in section 2.2. An example of such a clear presentation are decision tables, as

defined in the DMN specification.1

In order to introduce a user-friendly way of presenting discovered decision logic to business

users, this paper continues by posing the following research question:

Can DMN be utilized to extend an existing decision mining-algorithm within ProM in

order to enhance the produced output and the representation thereof, thus expanding its

utility for business-users?

The previous chapters should have established the importance of such user-facing functiona-

lity, in particular as a complement to the canon of research on decision mining, which up to

this point has been missing an interface that makes it useable for real-world business appli-

cations without an extensive background in the matter.

The ProM framework was chosen as the context for this question for many of the reasons

stated in section 2.1. Furthermore, its open-source and pluggable nature, combined with the

fact that ProM is currently one of the most prominent process mining (in the broad sense)

solutions give any artifact resulting from this endeavor a better chance of having an impact.

1Bazhenova & Weske (2015) recognizes this need and presents a similar workflow to the one discussed in

this paper, but transformation to DMN is performed manually.
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3.1 Scope

A number of specifications and restrictions of the research question of this paper are in order.

These are split up in general specifications and restrictions and those specifically concerning

the output of the plug-in that will be developed as an answer to the research question.

• Perfect Petri nets as input: Up to now, no decision miner exists that utilizes another

format as input (cf. section 2.5). The miner will be supplied with a Petri net that

matches the control-flow of the process that lies at the base of the log files perfectly.

• Exclusive choice decisions as input: The main focus of this paper is on properly extrac-

ting and presenting DMN decision tables within the ProM framework. Testing mutual

exclusivity of the rules discovered by the decision miner is beyond the scope of this

paper. As DMN decision tables do require the specification of the hit policy, the plug-in

will always return a single hit table and specify the Unique hit policy (cf. infra) and

thus only input with decision points of the exclusive type will be supported.2 As a

result, only input of this type will be provided to the plug-in during testing.

• Decision miner performance disregarded: As the plug-in developed in this paper will

rely on an existing decision mining algorithm, the performance of this miner is outside

of the control of the author. The performance of the chosen miner has been studied in

the papers suggesting the methods it utilizes (cf. section 2.5) and as such no further

testing thereof will be performed.

A number of specifications on the output of the plug-in that is the subject of this paper follow.

Many of these are rooted in the fact that decision mining concerns a specific type of decision,

i.e. a routing decision through a process, which imposes a number of restrictions on the type

of decision tables that can be discovered.

• DMN 1.0: The last formal version of the DMN standard at the time of writing, ver-

sion 1.0 (Object Management Group (OMG) (2015)), will be used as a basis for the

implementation.

• Decision logic: Given the information that current decision miners discover (i.e. the

guards for Petri net transitions), this focus was inevitable. Constructing DMN DRG’s

would require the development of new miners or a novel combination of existing ones

(e.g. organizational miners to specify knowledge source objects).

• Decision tables: Given this paper’s focus on the end user, the intuitively understood

DMN-specified decision tables are the best DMN-conformant representation of the dis-

covered decision logic. The developed plug-in has to be able to display these tables

2Extension to other types of decision points is explicitly foreseen during development of the plug-ins and

a way forward will be presented in the chapter on future work (7).
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clearly in the ProM framework, and export them both in a visible format, as well as in

the FEEL-expressions corresponding with the decision table.

• Focus on standard decision tables: Specific formats such as the cross-tab table (cf.

(Object Management Group (OMG) (2015), figure 8.8)) won’t be implemented. Only

horizontal tables will be supported, although implementing vertical tables would be

trivial at that point.

• Single output tables: As the studied decision are always routing decisions through a

process, there can only be one output variable, i.e. the route that will be taken. Multi-

output tables will thus not be incorporated.

• Single hit tables with the Unique hit policy: Given the earlier specification concerning

exclusive choice gateways, the discovered tables will always be of the single hit type

(i.e. only one output value is returned). This means that the discovered decision rules

should be mutually exclusive as well3, and thus that the hit policy will be Unique, as

current decision miners don’t support the discovery of decision logic for single hit tables

conforming to other hit policies.4

• Completeness assumed: The decision logic discovered by the decision miner is assumed

to be complete (i.e. covering the complete range of possible input values) and as such

no test for this is performed.5 As the completeness indicator is an optional attribute

of decision tables (Object Management Group (OMG) (2015), section 8.2.12), omitting

this from the final result wouldn’t detract from DMN-compliance.

3The discovery of overlapping rules in cases where the given Petri net specifies an exclusive choice has

been made possible within decision miners in ProM, but this results in inconsistencies between the discovered

decision logic and the underlying Petri net and as such will be disregarded.
4Or this would require an algorithm that fuses different rows of a decision table together and defines

priority rules for the resulting rules. The parameters for this algorithm would be not very self-explanatory and

as such, the user-friendliness of the plug-in would be reduced, which is exactly what this paper wants to avoid.
5This largely depends on the range of input values present in the traces of the log file. Creating a test for

this would require information on the range of possible values of these input variables, which is information

that is currently not available in log files.
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Chapter 4

Research Methodology

As the research question is implementation oriented, the suitable research methodology for

this paper is design science.

Design science is defined as the research methodology geared toward the creation and eva-

luation of IT artifacts intended to solve identified organizational problems (Hevner et al.

(2004)).

Many methods, multi-step plans and frameworks have been suggested for this research me-

thodology.1 This paper will follow the methodology proposed by Peffers et al. (2007), in

the slight adaptation of Johannesson & Perjons (2014)2, because it provides both guiding

principles, as well as the steps required to perform such research.

Figure 4.1: The design science framework set forth in (Johannesson & Perjons (2014)).

1For an overview, see (Johannesson & Perjons (2014), p87-88).
2This adaptation omits the ’communication’ step from (Peffers et al. (2007)), which is correct in the eyes

of the author as this step is inherent to all research.
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As can be seen in figure 4.1, this framework consists of five sequential steps.

1. Explicate the problem: This phase requires an answer to the question:

”What is the problem experienced by some stakeholders of a practice and why is it

important?”

This step has been covered by the paper up to this point, based on the research method of

literature review that helped shape chapter 2 of this paper. This chapter illustrated the

advantages of decision modeling and mining, which have been established in existing

literature, as well as the advantages for daily practice linked to having a clear and

standardized notation for decision logic. As ProM is the most prominent and accessible

framework for process mining in the broad sense, the absence within this framework of

such a clear and standardized notation for presenting the results of decision mining can

be described as a problem3 warranting a solution.

2. Define requirements: The main question for this phase of design science is:

”What artifact can be a solution for the explicated problem and which requirements on

this artifact are important for the stakeholders?

The artifact in question will be a set of plug-ins to mine, construct, and display DMN

decision tables within the ProM framework. The requirements for these plug-ins will be

covered in section 5.1, which should be read in conjunction with the previous chapter

on the research question and its scope.

3. Design and develop artifact:

”Create an artifact that addresses the explicated problem and fulfills the defined require-

ments.”

This is where the actual creation of the design artifact takes place, in this case the

coding of the ProM plug-ins that implement DMN decision tables as an answer to the

research question. This will be covered in chapter 5.

4. Demonstrate artifact:

”How can the developed artifact be used to address the explicated problem in one or more

cases?”

The different steps required to operate the plug-ins will be illustrated in chapter 5, while

in chapter 6 the plug-in will be given a number of cases (i.e. generated log files and

accompanying Petri nets) in order to test how it performs in a variety of situations and

to illustrate how it provides a clear representation of decision logic.

5. Evaluate artifact:

”How well does the artifact solve the explicated problem and fulfill the defined require-

ments?”
3A problem is sometimes defined as a gap between a desirable state and the current one, which is the case

here.
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Chapter 6 will verify to what extent the requirements set out in the previous phases

have been achieved. This includes clarity of representation of decision logic, ease of use,

general applicability, and adherence to the DMN standard.
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Chapter 5

Implementing DMN Decision

Tables in ProM 6

This chapter first covers the requirements for the package that will be developed and the

plug-ins that are contained by it, followed by a discussion of the implementation and the

challenges that were encountered during that implementation. Finally, section 5.3 presents a

user guide for the resulting package.

5.1 Requirements

This section should be read in conjunction with chapter 3, which defines much of the scope

of the plug-in1 that will be developed.

The plug-in should be able to provide the user with the following functionality:

1. Extract information needed to create a DMN-compliant decision table for a particular

decision point and present this in a DMN-compliant decision table notation, as specified

in section 8 of the DMN specification.

2. Export this decision table notation in a visual format that is easily shared.

3. Export the FEEL function that defines the decision table as specified in section 10.3.4.6

of the DMN specification to a text-file.

The plug-in should be able to provide this functionality without leaving the ProM framework

and regardless of the input that it is given, provided that the latter is within the scope set

out in section 3.1.

1Technically, the resulting artifact will be a ProM package, which contains a number of ProM plug-ins that

deliver the desired functionality. In this paper however, ’the package’ and ’the plug-in’ will mostly be used

interchangeably, as this is a technical distinction that is of little importance for what needs to be explained.
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Given the user-facing nature of this research question, ease of use will also be a major conside-

ration during the implementation. A minimum amount of the user’s time should be necessary

to extract the desired results.

5.2 Implementation

This section will cover only the non-trivial aspects of the implementation and the considera-

tions that led to particular design decisions. This will be done by walking through steps of

the plug-ins, mentioning interesting subjects when they are encountered.

First, the information necessary to construct the decision table for each decision point in the

process (or those that the user has chosen to mine) needs to be extracted.

As the purpose of this paper isn’t to develop a new decision miner, an existing one was cho-

sen as a basis for this step, namely the decision miner from the DataPetriNets package (DPN

miner from here on out). The choice for this package is rooted in the fact that it is actively

maintained, it has been proven to function (multiple papers have contributed to it and they

mention positive results (cf. section 2.5))2, various options and algorithms for mining are

implemented and the code is relatively well documented.

During testing of the developed plug-in, it became clear that the original DPN Miner contai-

ned an inconsistency that caused the mining process to fail when mining different processes

sequentially without restarting ProM. The source of this issue was tracked down and fixed.

DPN miner outputs the decision guards per transition in the Petri net. This means that it

merges guards linked to various decision points (i.e. in case multiple places that represent a

decision point lead to the same transition), as well as the different decision rules that lead to

the same transition in a particular decision point (i.e. when multiple decision rules in a single

decision point lead to the same decision/routing). As the separate decision rules, grouped

per decision point are needed in order to construct decision tables, the logic of the miner

needed to be changed in order to extract this information. The various function estimators

were altered to intercept the decision tree before it is converted to the output mentioned

above. From there it is converted to a new decision logic object. This object is also added to

the outputs that ProM expects from the plug-in. All this is done while keeping the original

functionality intact, so the user can enjoy the full range of functionality in a single package.

The new DecisionLogic object class contains the discovered rules, as well as the places and

transitions they are linked to. The choice was made not to convert the decision logic to DMN

decision tables at this point in order to accommodate potential future development of other

analyzers and visualizers of this data. The presence of the original places and transitions in

the object will allow for easy linking of the decision logic to the Petri net that was used as

2During testing, it came to light that this performance was exaggerated, or at least that big issues had not

been mentioned in these papers, cf. section 6.
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input for the miner.

Next, the information contained in the decision logic object (which can contain information

on multiple decision points) needs to be transformed into the various data fields required in

a DMN decision table. These include the decision name (in this case the name of the Petri

net place it is linked to), the different input variables that are present in the decision rules,

the possible output values (the names of the transitions), and the input entries. The latter

are the entries in the cells of the table (marked in bold in figure 5.1), which need to be in

the form of one of the DMN specified unary tests or a list of these type of tests, according to

section 9.5.3 of the DMN specification.3

Extracting this last bit information requires some parsing of the rules discovered in the pre-

vious step. Proper parsing allows for a much clearer visualization of the decision logic than

what is displayed by the original DPN Miner (cf. case 4 in chapter 6). One limitation that

is imposed on the input because of this parsing is that the attribute names and their values

can’t contain the following expressions: ==, !=, <, >, <=, >=, and &&.

Once the parsing is done, the matrix displaying the various rules in the table is constructed,

so every row contains a valid unary test for each input variable in the table.

A final step in the construction of the decision table is the joining together of different rules

where possible. This is the case when two rules with the same output value contain identical

conditions, save for one value of a nominal variable. Here, the two rules can be joined together

and the two values are joined into a list as specified by the DMN specification. An example

of this joining can be seen in figure 6.13.

The resulting decision table is contained in an object of the new class DecisionTables, which

is returned to ProM.

Figure 5.1: The matrix displaying the various rules in the resulting DMN table.

Considerations on ease-of-use and efficiency led to the creation of a couple of different plug-

ins, which ProM detects in the package.

Those who are interested in the output of the DPN Miner (i.e. the read and write operations

of data in the process and the guards as linked to the transitions), as well as the decision

3It should be noted that DMN allows for some flexibility in these expressions in the graphical version

of decision tables (cf. section 8.2.8 of the DMN specification). The design decision was made to employ

FEEL-specifications as much as possible.
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tables, will perform both previously mentioned steps (extraction of required information and

conversion thereof to decision tables) sequentially, by first calling the altered ’Discovery of

the Process Data-Flow (Decision-Tree Miner)’ -plug-in4, having a look at the output and then

calling the ’Convert Decision Logic to DMN Decision Tables’ -plug-in, which returns the final

DecisionTables object, to which ProM responds by automatically calling the new ’Show DMN

Decision Tables’ visualizer-plug-in that will be discussed shortly.

Those who just want to mine the decision tables and aren’t interested in the output of the

original DPN Miner can use the ’Discover DMN Decision Logic’ -plug-in, which integrates

both previously mentioned steps. It takes a Petri net and an accompanying log file as input,

asks the user to determine some options for the miner and returns a DecisionTables object

that ProM once again automatically visualizes by means of the ’Show DMN Decision Tables’ -

plug-in.

Figure 5.2: An overview of the possible workflows through the new package.

Once the DecisionTables object has been created, the decision tables contained within need

to be properly presented to the user in ProM. This is done by means of the ’Show DMN

Decision Tables’ visualizer-plug-in. This presents the DMN-compliant DMN tables in the

ProM design language, with a dropdown menu at the bottom that allows the user to flip

through the decision tables for the various decision points. This functionality is illustrated in

figure 6.17.

During the development of this step the age of the ProM framework became apparent, as only

JComponents can be utilized in visualizer plug-ins, while allowing for newer visual frameworks

such as JavaFX would have allowed the tables to be presented in a more attractive fashion.

A general remark on development of plug-ins for ProM would be that it is far from as easy

as literature presents it. There seems to be a general unwillingness to make negative remarks

about this framework that at times is misplaced.

4Out of respect for the original developers, the name of this plug-in wasn’t changed.
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Finally, the package should provide the user with the option to export the decision tables both

in a visible fashion, as well as in FEEL expressions (functionality 2 & 3). This is implemented

by means of the two export-plug-ins contained in the package.

For the visual exporter, a choice was made to export the visible representation of DMN

decision tables in HTML/CSS. This because as was mentioned in chapter 2, many of the

advantages of decision modeling and mining are related to easily understood notations that

can be readily shared. The choice for the intuitive representation of DMN decision tables

encapsulated in universally compatible HTML/CSS, maximizes the possibility of capturing

these advantages.

In all, six different plug-ins are provided in the developed package:

1. The altered ’Discovery of the Process Data-Flow (Decision-Tree Miner)’ -plug-in.

2. The ’Convert Decision Logic to DMN Decision Tables’ -plug-in.

3. The ’Discover DMN Decision Logic’ -plug-in.

4. The ’Show DMN Decision Tables’ visualizer-plug-in.

5. The export-plug-in that exports DMN decision tables in HTML/CSS.

6. The export-plug-in that exports DMN decision tables in their FEEL notation.

5.3 User Guide

In this section, a short step-by-step guide is given for the decision mining workflow as was

presented in section 2.2. As has been mentioned in the previous section, some of these steps

can be skipped depending on the needs of the user.

This guide assumes that ProM has been installed and the package has been added correctly.5

The user needs to make sure that the package ’RunnerUpPackages’ is installed by means of

the included package manager, as this is a dependency of DPN Miner, which is integrated

into the developed package.

After starting up ProM, you will be greeted by the workspace tab, which displays the objects

currently available to ProM. As this is empty at start-up, the log files that are to be mined

need to be loaded first by pressing the import button in the upper right corner and selecting

the log files. A number of import plug-ins will be suggested. Any starting with ’ProM log

files’ will load the desired object.

In order to check that no formatting errors occurred during the creation of the log and that

ProM imported it properly, it is prudent to check the data types of the attributes in the

5Information on how to do this is readily available online and OS-specific, so isn’t repeated here.
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Figure 5.3: Importing a log file.

log using the ’Enhance Log: Repair Type of Event Attributes in the Log’ -plug-in. Calling a

plug-in is done in the second main tab (the ’action’ tab), where you select the desired plug-in

in the center column and the objects that will serve as its input in the left column.

Figure 5.4: Selecting a plug-in in the action tab.

Once the log file has been properly imported, a process model needs to be mined from it. As

has been mentioned earlier, the most suitable miner has to be chosen based on the underlying

process and the needs of the user (cf. section 2.4). Here the ’Alpha Miner’ -plug-in is used as

the underlying process is very simple.

Up next is the actual decision mining. When only interested in the decision tables, the
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Figure 5.5: The Petri net discovered by the Alpha Miner.

’Discover DMN Decision Logic’ -plug-in can be used to combine the next two steps. Here, the

steps will be presented separately, but the options that need to be specified are very similar.

To perform decision mining and produce the decision logic object that will serve as the

input for the ’Convert Decision Logic to DMN Decision Tables’ -plug-in, the ’Discovery of

the Process Data-Flow (Decision-Tree Miner)’ -plug-in will be used. There are two variants

of this plug-in. Here, the one that requires only a log file and an accompanying Petri net as

input is needed. Select the appropriate input objects and start the plug-in.

On the first page of settings (cf. figure 5.6), the classifier (cf. section 2.3) is selected and the

mapping of Petri net transitions to corresponding events in the log is specified. In this case,

this is very straightforward, as the Petri net was mined from the log file.

Figure 5.6: The first settings page for the decision miner.

On the next page (cf. figure 5.7), the final marking – the Petri net place that contains a token

when an instance of the process has been concluded – needs to be selected. In this case, the
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place named ’end’.

Figure 5.7: The second settings page for the decision miner.

Up next are the settings for the mining algorithm (cf. figure 5.8). The first setting determines

what variables will be taken into account during the mining of the decision logic. If too many

variables/attributes are present in a log file, removing the ones that are certainly not part

of the decision logic or that can be excluded for other reasons can speed up the mining

process. The second option on this page determines what Petri net places are considered

when determining the decision points. If the user isn’t interested in particular decisions,

the Petri net places linked to these decisions should be removed from this list. The third

option is self-explanatory and the remaining options concern technical parameters for the

mining algorithm, which can be read about in the papers presenting the DPN Miner. For the

purpose of this example, the default options suffice.

Once the miner is finished, it returns the output objects to ProM, which calls the visualizer

plug-in for the Data Petri Net type objects (cf. figure 2.11).

Now the decision logic has been discovered, it needs to be converted to DMN decision tables.

This is done by the ’Convert Decision Logic to DMN Decision Tables’ -plug-in, which takes

the newly created Decision Logic type object as input. It returns an object of the type DMN

Decision Tables, which triggers ProM to call the accompanying visualizer (cf. figure 5.9). In

the bottom bar in the visualizer, a choice between the different decision points in the process

can be made, which will cause the table in the top part of the visualizer to change.

Exporting the decision tables can be done from the workspace tab (the first main tab).

Selecting the DMN Decision Tables object that was created will give the user the option to
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Figure 5.8: The third settings page for the decision miner.

Figure 5.9: The DMN Decision Table visualizer.

export to disk on the right side of the list of objects. Clicking this allows the user to select

the write location and the name of the resulting file. The dropdown menu gives the choice

between exporting the decision tables in HTML/CSS or in FEEL expressions (cf. figure 5.10).

Figure 5.10: Examples of exported decision tables (left: HTML, right: FEEL).
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Chapter 6

Evaluation

In this chapter, the developed package will be tested on a number of different scenarios in

order to see how well it holds up in these cases and to what extent the requirements set out

in chapter 3 and section 5.1 have been met.

First, an overview of the different scenarios is given, followed by a remark on the generation

of the required log files. Next the workflow that was used in this testing is presented and

finally the cases are tested and the results discussed.

The scenarios include various types of input variables for the decision rules, different types

of operators in the unary tests, different amounts of decision points and output values, etc.

This set of cases covers the range of possible difficulties for the package that fall within the

scope set out in chapter 3. The scenarios that will be tested1 are:

1. One decision point with two output values and a single ratio scale variable with a single

cutoff-point determining whether one or the other output value is chosen.

2. Same setup, but with a particular range of input values leading to one output value and

the remainder leading to the other.

3. Same setup, but now with two different input variables, of which one is nominal.

4. Same setup, but now including a rule where multiple nominal entries lead to the same

conclusion.

5. A scenario including multiple decision points, including one with a boolean input varia-

ble.

6. A scenario with a decision point with more than two possible output values.

1Combining all of these was considered, but this wouldn’t have added any value, because of the way the

decisions are processed by the package.
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In order to test these scenarios, simulated log files needed to be generated for them. Alt-

hough some solutions existed to generate log files to test algorithms focused on control-flow

of processes, no solution existed beyond this scope. This meant that no log files containing

additional event and trace attributes could be generated. What’s more, the only existing

solutions to generate XES-compliant log files were restricted to writing attributes of with the

key ’concept:name’ and nothing more. To address this issue, a set of Standard ML functions

were written, which can be used in conjunction with CPN Tools2 (CPN stands for Colored

Petri Net) in order to generate XES log files, which can contain any type of trace or event

attribute.3

The workflow that was used to test the cases is very similar to that presented in section 5.3.

It contained the following steps:

1. Create CPN model in CPN Tools.

2. Simulate CPN model in order to generate XES log files.

3. Load XES log file into ProM.

4. Check variable types using Enhance log: Repair Type of Event Attributes in the Log.

5. Use Alpha Miner4 to generate Petri net and check this Petri net against the CPN model

from step one.5

6. Use new ’Discover DMN Decision Logic’ -plug-in to mine decision logic and create DMN

Decision Table object in ProM.

7. Check visual representation in ProM, and both exported versions of the decision tables.

Case 1

This scenario considers a very simple insurance claim handling process, where the value of the

claim determines whether a simple check or an advanced check will be performed, depending

on whether the value is below or above a single cutoff point. A simplified version of the

process model used to generate the logs can be seen in figure 6.1.

2http://cpntools.org/
3A guide for these functions and how to generate logs can be found in appendix B, while the required files

can be requested from the author.
4This algorithm was chosen as it has good performance in absence of noise, which is the case in these

simple scenarios.
5The Petri nets exported by CPN Tools weren’t properly imported into ProM, which is why this method

was chosen/necessary.
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Figure 6.1: Simplified CPN process model used to generate log file for case 1.

The process model is easily discovered by Alpha Miner and afterwards the ’Discover DMN

Decision Logic’ -plug-in is applied.

No issues were detected during application of the new plug-ins. Ease-of-use is maximized

by the small number of steps that need to be taken by the user to go from log file to DMN

decision tables and by the fact that the visualizer is automatically called when the mining is

finished. The visualizer and other plug-ins in the package also integrate well with the rest of

ProM, as they utilize the same design language, making the whole feel more as a streamlined

product, thus raising its appeal to users. User errors such as forgetting to provide a final

marking are also caught in time and handled.

Figure 6.2: DMN Decision Table Visualizer for case 1.

The decision tables that are displayed in the visualizer (cf. figure 6.2) conform to the DMN

rules concerning decision tables, as set out in chapters 8 and 10 of the DMN specification.

They include all required cells (name, input variables, hit policy, rule numbers, rule tests and

rule output) and also the optional completeness indicator. As allowed by section 8.2.5 of the

DMN specification, no output variable name is mentioned, as the table name is visible in the

top left corner.

The graphical rules are also followed, albeit with some interpretation in order to present it in
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ProM’s design language. Section 8.2.1 specifies that there should be a double line between the

inputs and outputs section, and between the variable names and the rule entry cells. In the

former, this is directly implemented, but in the latter the clear change in color between those

sections needs to be interpreted as such a double line. An option was to add an additional

row to the table and add borders to it, but this would’ve been an artificial solution detracting

from the clarity of the final result and thus from the main goal of both this paper and DMN,

namely the clear representation of the decision logic.

The expressions in the rule entry cells conform to the various rules set out for them, such as

having quotes around values of nominal variables, etc.

Figure 6.3: DMN Decision Table for case 1 exported in HTML/CSS.

The tables that are exported in HTML/CSS (cf. figure 6.3) have the same attributes as those

mentioned for the visualizer in ProM, but also contain the optional output values list (section

8.2.6 of the DMN specification). Here, no interpretation is needed to completely follow the

graphical rules defined by the DMN specification. These tables are easily exported and can

be opened and properly displayed in any browser, thus provisioning the second functional

requirement set out in section 5.1.

Figure 6.4: DMN Decision Table for case 1 exported in FEEL expressions.

The decision tables expressed as a FEEL function can also be exported to a text-file (cf. figure

6.4). These expressions provide the same information as the HTML/CSS tables and conform

to the unambiguous standards specified in section 10 of the DMN specification.

In all, the representation of the discovered decision logic has improved markedly in comparison

to the original DPN Miner. The contrast is clearest in case 4, so the comparison will be made
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there.

The following cases will be discussed in much less detail, as the comments for case 1 are

largely applicable to them as well.

Case 2

This scenario is identical to case 1, albeit with the (unrealistic) modification that only claims

between a certain range of values go to the Simple Check -activity. A simplified version of the

process model used to generate the logs can be seen in figure 6.5.

Figure 6.5: Simplified CPN process model used to generate log file for case 2.

During the testing of this case, the issue with DPN Miner mentioned in section 5.2 showed

up for the first time and was consequently fixed.

Figure 6.6: DMN Decision Table Visualizer for case 2.

The process model is once again easily discovered by Alpha Miner and afterwards the ’Dis-

cover DMN Decision Logic’ -plug-in is applied.

The miner recognizes that there are multiple elements in a single decision rule referencing the

same input variables and transforms these into a range, as is specified in the DMN grammar
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rules of section 10.3.1.2 of the DMN specification. This ensures that a DMN-compliant deci-

sion table is displayed by the visualizer (cf. figure 6.6) and the exporters.

Figure 6.7: DMN Decision Table for case 2 exported in HTML/CSS.

Both exporters (cf. figure 6.7 and 6.8) are able to handle the range-type input rule tests.

Figure 6.8: DMN Decision Table for case 2 exported in FEEL expressions.

Case 3

This case tests if the plug-ins are able to handle decision logic with more than one input

variable, of which one is a nominal variable, which also hasn’t been tested yet.

Figure 6.9: Simplified CPN process model used to generate log file for case 3.

Once again, a claims handling scenario is tested, this time with the basic check only being

performed if the risk assessment of the client was ’a’ in addition to the the claim’s value being

less than a certain value. A simplified version of the process model used to generate the logs
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can be seen in figure 6.9.

Figure 6.10: DMN Decision Table Visualizer for case 3.

The workflow is applied and it becomes clear that both the fact that there is more than one

input variable and that these include nominal variables are handled well, both during mining

and visualization, be it in ProM (cf. figure 6.10) or in one of the exporters (cf. figure 6.11).

Figure 6.11: The output of the exporters for case 3 (left: HTML, right: FEEL).

Case 4

This case tests if the plug-ins are able to handle decision logic with multiple values of a nomi-

nal variable leading to a particular decision.6 This also tests if the merging of different rows,

as mentioned in section 5.2, is performed correctly. Once more, the claims handling process is

used, this time with only the risk assessment determining the routing. The simplified process

model utilized to generate the log files used for this case can be found in figure 6.12.

6This is structured in a particular way in the decision tree returned by the Weka algorithm used by the

decision miner and thus needs to be checked separately.
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Figure 6.12: Simplified CPN process model used to generate log file for case 4.

The conditions are parsed correctly in all rule entry cells of the DMN table, including the

multi-value not-function. This representation was chosen as it is most easily understood by

the end-user.

Figure 6.13: DMN Decision Table Visualizer for case 4 (top: unsimplified, bottom: simplified).

The resulting decision tables are in line with the underlying decision logic and comply to the

DMN rules. The simplification that is done when the only difference between two rows is the

value of a nominal variable (cf. section 5.2) is clear in this case, as originally three different

rules led to the simple check -activity, one for risk type ’a’, one for risk type ’b’ and one for

risk type ’c’ (upper table in figure 6.13). This was reduced to just one rule (lower table in

the figure).
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Figure 6.14: The output of the original DPN Miner for case 4.

Compared to the representation of the decision logic by the unaltered DPN Miner, which can

be seen in figure 6.14, the output of the new package is much more clear and user-friendly,

thus confirming that the main goals of this paper has been achieved. Proper parsing and

presentation of the results of the decision mining has paid off in the shape of a much more

usable overview of the decision logic.

Figure 6.15: The output of the exporters for case 4 (left: HTML, right: FEEL).

Case 5

Case 5 tests if the decision logic for multiple decision points in a single process are extracted

and displayed properly. The scenario is once again the insurance claim handling process, but

now a different reply is sent to the customer depending on the outcome of the (simple or

advanced) check. The latter is a boolean variable, another element that hasn’t been tested

yet. A simplified version of the process model used to generate the logs can be seen in figure

6.16.

Figure 6.16: Simplified CPN process model used to generate log file for case 5.
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As can be seen in figure 6.17, both decision points are mined and displayed correctly and

switching between the decision tables is easily done by means of the dropdown menu. The

boolean value that is used in the second decision point is also mined and displayed correctly.

Figure 6.17: DMN Decision Table Visualizer for case 5.

The exporters also have no issues handling multiple decision tables, as can be seen in figure

6.18.

Figure 6.18: The output of the exporters for case 5 (left: HTML, right: FEEL).

Case 6

This final scenario tests how the new package handles decision points with more than two

output options. The claims case is modified to include three different types of checks, de-

pending on the risk classification. The simplified process model used to generate the log files

used for this case can be found in figure 6.19.
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Figure 6.19: Simplified CPN process model used to generate log file for case 6.

Judging by figures 6.20 and 6.21, having more than two possible output values doesn’t con-

found the developed package.

Figure 6.20: DMN Decision Table Visualizer for case 6.

Figure 6.21: The output of the exporters for case 6 (left: HTML, right: FEEL).
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In all, the package handled all scenario’s with ease7, although they covered a broad range of

possible difficulties falling within the scope defined by section 3.1. The functional requirements

set out in chapter 3 and further specified in section 5.1 were provided to the user and this in

a user-friendly, clear and visually attractive package. All signs indicate that the main goal

of this paper has been achieved, given the improvement in representation of the discovered

decision logic.

7It should be noted that the underlying DPN miner did at times not function as was expected based on

the literature that presented this decision mining plug-in. In one case when fed input containing a simple

three way-split (cf. case 6) based on one ratio scale variable, it would fail to detect a guard for one of the

three options and construct inaccurate guards for the other two options. In another case, a more complex

dataset was provided to the miner. It deduced some guard expressions containing input values, but completely

omitted any mention of which variables these values were linked to. These issues cannot be attributed to the

package that was developed in this paper, as it will still construct a correct decision table, although based on

erroneous decision logic.
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Conclusion and Future Work

Applications of process modeling and mining have shown that they can have numerous advan-

tages for daily practice. Recent advances in decision modeling and mining have made similar

advantages possible, but up to now implementations of decision mining have been lacking in

user-friendly features, such as clear and attractive representation of the discovered decision

logic.

The new DMN notation and in particular the decision tables it specifies, show a way forward

in this regard and have the potential to be to decision modeling what BPMN was for process

modeling.

Up to this point, no implementation of DMN was present in the popular open-source ProM

framework. This paper set out to implement DMN decision tables within the ProM framework

in order to improve the presentation of discovered decision logic and to increase the utility of

ProM and decision mining in general for users outside the scientific community. Given these

goals, special importance was given to good visual presentation, shareability and ease-of-use.1

These objectives were pursued by implementing DMN into ProM based on the DPN Miner.

Based on the cases in chapter 6, it can be concluded that this paper achieved what is set out

to do, as DMN decision tables can now be properly mined and displayed in ProM, they can

be exported, both in very shareable HTML/CSS and in FEEL-expressions, and all of this is

done in a user-friendly and visually pleasing manner. When comparing the developed package

to the output of the original DPN Miner (cf. figure 7.1), there is a clear improvement in the

displaying of discovered decision logic, both in clarity and attractiveness. This is caused by

the implementation of the DMN standard, which was developed for exactly that purpose.

1Many other papers and ProM packages concerning process mining in general have had similar goals of

increasings ProM utility and appeal for business users, such as (Leemans et al. (2014b)) and (Mannhardt et al.

(2015a)).
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Figure 7.1: The presentation of decision logic by the original DPN Miner (left) vs. presentation by

the developed package (right).

During the development of this plug-in, a number of unexpected difficulties were encountered

that ran counter to what literature had insinuated. First of all, development of plug-ins for

ProM was more challenging than the praise for this framework suggested. The options for

writing visualizers are especially inflexible, given the restriction to JComponents. Another

unexpected issue was the performance of the DPN Miner. While the literature that presented

this miner to the public made no mention of issues, in some very simple cases it woefully

underperformed (cf. final footnote of chapter 6).

As in all endeavors worth pursuing, answering the research question posed in this paper raised

new ones and suggested further extensions of the package that was developed.

While the decision tables that are produced comply with the DMN standard and are reaso-

nably clear, they could be simplified further than is currently done (cf. section 5.2) by joining

together Input entry cells in successive rows containing the same value, as described in section

8.2.9 of the DMN specification.

General applicability of the package could be significantly increased by implementing an

algorithm that can verify mutual exclusivity of the discovered rules, so that OR-type gateways

can also be used as input without corrupting the validity or completeness of the decision table.

In the current iteration of the developed package, the hit policy would be wrong in case of

an OR-type gateway, or it would have to be removed, which would cause the decision table

to no longer be DMN-compliant, as the hit policy is obligatory.

Another welcome improvement would be the further integration of the developed package

within process modeling in the broad sense, e.g. by linking the discovered decision logic to

the process model in a visible manner.2 In order to improve the utility for daily practice, this

process model would ideally be a BPMN model. It may be possible to achieve this by means

of a novel combination of existing plug-ins, such as those mentioned in section 2.4. Of course,

the linking of process model and decision logic would preferably be done by means of a DMN

decision requirements graph.

2This extension was explicitly foreseen and kept in mind during the planning of the implementation (cf.

section 5.2).
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Although not an extension of the work performed in this paper per se, an interesting usage

of the discovered decision logic would be to extend conformance checking beyond the usual

control-flow perspective. Some preliminary work on this subject has already been performed,

e.g. by Mannhardt et al. (2015b).

While this master’s thesis had to overcome quite some hurdles (the visual part of the ProM

framework springs to mind), these challenges were welcome and provided substantial learning-

opportunities, e.g. five different languages were used during this project (Latex, Standard

ML, Java, HTML and CSS). In all, this master’s thesis accomplished the goals it set out

to achieve and advanced the ProM framework in a meaningful way, by allowing users with a

non-scientific background to easily and efficiently go from log files to clear and understandable

decision logic in the form of DMN-compliant decision tables.
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Appendix A

Definitions

• Activity: A well-defined step in a process. Events in a log files (should) refer to a

particular activity.

• Case: An instance of a process, cf. trace.

• Conformance checking: Comparing traces in an event log, i.e. past instances of a

process, against a process model to see whether they diverge from the behavior defined

in that process model, or vice versa.

• Decision logic: The actual rules governing a decision, meaning that they define which

of the output options of a decision are selected in a particular instance based on the

values of the variables that serve as the input for that decision instance.

• Decision point: A point in a process where decision-making occurs, i.e. one or more

alternatives need to be chosen from an array of choices. In this paper, this concerns

choosing between different alternative routings leading out of a particular point in the

process.

• Gateway: Various constructs that split or join different flows in the process. Examples

from BPMN include the exclusive-split gateway and the AND-split.

• Guards: A boolean expression that must evaluate to true in order for an activity to

execute. In this context, these are the conditions, i.e. the decision rules, that need to

be met in order for a particular transition in a Petri net to fire, which is equivalent to

a certain decision being made.

• Log: A file that lists instances of a process that have occurred, as well as the sequence

of activities they were made up of. These concepts translate to respectively traces and

events in log files (cf. section 2.3). In addition, events and traces can contain attributes.1

1This is a fairly strict definition of a log file. One of the largest difficulties in real-world process mining is
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• Process mining: Using data-mining algorithms to extract knowledge concerning a pro-

cess based on event log files, i.e. information on past executions of the process. It is an

automated method of process analysis.

• Trace: An instance of a process. A sequence of events (and their attributes, as well as

trace attributes) representing one execution of a process from start to end (de Leoni

et al. (2013)). Also called a case.2

gathering the required information, meaning that one usually doesn’t start out with information that conforms

to this definition.
2Some ambiguity on the interpretation of this term is present in literature. E.g. some authors interpret it

as being a particular beginning-to-end-path through the process (meaning that multiple process instances can

have the same trace).
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1 Introduction

Using log files generated from a known process model, in this case in the form
of a (colored) petri net, has numerous uses in the scientific study of process and
decision mining as they form a perfect dataset with no discrepancies or noise.
While some straightforward approaches exist to achieve this (see [2] for an
overview), none of these options were created with the study of decision mining
in mind, leading to log files that contain information on control flow, but little
to no additional data hinting at data flow in the process.
This document and its accompanying set of functions for CPN Tools1 seek to
address this issue. They allow the user to generate XES log files including data
elements in the form of (event or trace) attributes in conjunction with CPN
Tools.2 Using CPN Tools does have a slight learning curve and assumes prior
knowledge on (colored) petri nets, but for the stated purpose it is one of the
most straightforward approaches.
The log functions that are the subject of this document are XES-variants of the
ones introduced in [1].
The following section of this document deals with setting up the functions for
your model and the second section will explaing the different functions and how
to add them to your models. Basic knowledge on petri nets and the basic CPN
Tools-commands will be assumed.

2 Setup

The following sections are partly derived from [1].
In order for the functions to work, four declarations need to be added:

1. A value PATH for the path for the logs, e.g.

1 http://cpntools.org/
2 Though generating XES-compliant log files in CPN Tools was al-

ready possible using different functions (provided at http://www-inf.it-
sudparis.eu/SIMBAD/tools/LogRec/), adding other attributes than the event
names was not included in the functionality.

Appendix B
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val PATH = "./logs/";

2. A value LOGNAME for the name of the log, e.g.

val LOGNAME = "Example 1";

3. A value FILE_EXTENSION, e.g.

val FILE_EXTENSION = ".XES";

4. An import command for the XES logging formulas, e.g.

use "XESLogging.sml;"

3 Calling the Formulas

Now that the formulas have been set up, the functions to construct the log can
be called. This is done by configuring transactions with code segments calling
the functions. In essence, the model in CPN Tools can be divided into a part
with nodes that pertain only to the generation of log files and a part ’actual’
process model (although this part also includes the functions for logging the
events).

Fig. 1. Adding the necessary declarations.

3.1 Creating a New Log

First the log needs to be created by calling the createLog() function.3 This
function will by default add references to the Concept, Time and Organizational
XES-extensions. A classifier named ’Activity’for the attribute ’concept:name’
will also be included. This necessitates the declaration of a global attribute on
the event level for ’concept:name’, which is thus also added.

3 The figures are based on the Example 1 CPN-file, which is bundled with the func-
tions.
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Fig. 2. Transition creating a new log.

3.2 Adding a Trace

The log contains a number of traces (this number can be modeled by creating a
loop in the petri net that will perform as many times as the desired amount of
traces). These need to be opened in the log file before the start of the ’actual’
process model. This is done by calling the openTrace() function.4 In the case of
figure 3, the transaction that does this also binds a random value from a normal
distribution5 to the variable ’value’, which represents the value of an insurance
claim.

Fig. 3. Transition opening a new trace.

4 These functions are placed under the ’action’ section of the code segment. Any input
passed as parameters in the functions and coming from the petri net token needs
to be mentioned in the input section of the code segment. In case multiple formulas
need to be called by the same transaction, the workaround shown in figure 4 can be
applied.

5 For other distributions, see http://cpntools.org/documentation/tasks/performance/random/start.
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3.3 Adding Trace Attributes

Next the trace-level attributes are written to the log. There are different func-
tions depending on what type of variable you want to log.

– addTraceName(Integer): This function is a shortcut for adding attributes
of the type ’concept:name’. It takes an integer as input as it was made to
convert the trace id of the petri net token to the trace name in the XES log.
E.g.

addTraceName(id)

– addFloatTraceAttribute(String,Real): Takes a String for the key of the at-
tribute and a Real for the value and adds a trace attribute with those pa-
rameters to the current trace. E.g. writing the value of the insurance claim
to the ’value’ trace attribute of the float type:

addFloatTraceAttribute("value",value)

– addIntTraceAttribute(String,Real): Takes a String for the key of the at-
tribute and an Integer for the value and adds a trace attribute with those
parameters to the current trace.

– addStringTraceAttribute(String,Real): Takes a String for the key of the at-
tribute and a Real for the value and adds a trace attribute with those pa-
rameters to the current trace.

– addBoolTraceAttribute(String,Real): Takes a String for the key of the at-
tribute and a Real for the value and adds a trace attribute with those pa-
rameters to the current trace.

Fig. 4. Transition that adds the trace’s name and the value of the insurance claim in
this particular trace.
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3.4 Adding an Event and Its Attributes

Now the actual process starts. Every event and its accompanying attributes needs
to be written to the log by adding the correct code segment to the transition
that models this event.
The following functions can be used:

– addEvent(String): This is a shortcut function for adding an event and its
name (contained in the String parameter that is passed to the function) and
a timestamp as event attributes.

Fig. 5. Transition that adds an event, together with its name and timestamp attributes.

– openEvent() and closeEvent(): When not using the addEvent function, a
new event must be opened and closed separately, with the attributes being
added in between. E.g. figure 6.

Fig. 6. Transition that opens an event in the log, adds attributes for its name, times-
tamp and the outcome of the approval process and then closes the event in the log.
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– addEventName(String): This function is a shortcut for adding attributes
of the type ’concept:name’. It takes a string as input for the value of this
attribute. E.g.

addTraceName("Request approval")

– addTimestampEventAttribute(): This function is a shortcut for adding at-
tributes of the type ’time:timestamp’ to an event.

– addBoolEventAttribute(String,Real): Takes a String for the key of the at-
tribute and a Real for the value and adds an event attribute with those
parameters to the current event. E.g.

addBoolEventAttribute("approval",approval)

– addFloatEventAttribute(String,Real): Takes a String for the key of the at-
tribute and a Real for the value and adds an event attribute with those
parameters to the current event.

– addIntEventAttribute(String,Real): Takes a String for the key of the at-
tribute and an Integer for the value and adds an event attribute with those
parameters to the current event.

– addStringEventAttribute(String,Real): Takes a String for the key of the at-
tribute and a Real for the value and adds an event attribute with those
parameters to the current event.

3.5 Closing a Trace

Once all events for a particular trace have been added, the trace needs to be
closed by calling the closeTrace() function. E.g. figure 7.

Fig. 7. Transition that closes the current trace in the log.

3.6 Closing a Log

After all traces have been added, the log needs to be closed by calling the
closeLog() function. E.g. figure 8
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Fig. 8. Transition that closes the log file.
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